where F + (P) and F~(P) are the boundary values of the column F(A) defined by the equalities F (F) = lim 'Hi.), P"(P) = lim ?(*). 2. The statement of the problem Let S be a surface as in section 1 and let T be a nonempty set of indices.
Consider the system of equations
where ^(Plt <*€T, are unknown four-ele merit columns of functions, a(P) is a given function, and {fy^ )}p€aJ» ocel, are given four-element columns of functions.
We take the following assumptions: 
where m and U are positive constants such that ta<1, ii >1. Denoting a(P) = P' we have P = a'^p'), where a" 1 (P') is the reverse function to the function a(P). Hence we have (17) and (18).
Investigation of the systetc (5)
To prove the existence of a solution of system (5) we shall use the Schsuder-Tikhonov fixed point theorem (cf.
[2], p.227).
Let C(S) denote the set of all continuous real functions defined on S. In the usual way we define the sum o^ two elements of this set and the product of en element wit • a real nimber. Hence the set C(S) forms a linear space.
The Cartesian product C(S) x c(S) * C(S) * C(S) = C 4 <\ c -) ie the set of all columns <p(F) = [(p^lF) ,<jf> 2 (?)
tfylP)] such that (f^iP) € C(S), i=l ,2,3,4. The set C 4 (S), fceJLng a Cartesian product of linear spaces, is.itself a linear space.
Consider the' set aT = FT A», where A-= C^(S) for each P • P r (3 6 T. The elements-of the set A are all systems V^iPypgi of four-element columns of real functions, defined and continuous on S. The set A is a linear space.
In the space Ap , |3 e T, we can define a norm |{ y jj of its point <f(¥) by the formula I! (/»II -max 8U P K^H H Y II * Hi<4 PeS 1 Ki<4 PtS It is known that the space Ap, fi € T, is a locally convex Hausdorff space (cf. T2], p.116). The proof of the last equality is similar to the one given in [5] .
Hence, all the assumptions of the Schauder-Tikhonov theorem sre satisfied. By this theorem, the system of integral equations (5) has in the set Z at least one solution U*(r] = (i eT* -258 -
